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A developed identities for the reflectance R and the transmittance T for 

thermally deposited percolated gold films of thickness (D<<) - at low 

deposition rate have been investigated at a definite wavelength near the IR-

region of spectrum (2.5 ≥λ≥1.5 μm) - taken into account the mechanism - of 

optical absorption caused by percolating conducting electrons and/or cluster 

modes as well as - of excitation of surface plasmons as a result of the granular 

effect of the investigated film. The calculated values of R and T are in 

accordance with published experimental - and calculated data. 
 

Introduction 

Semicontinuous metal films are normally prepared by thermal 

evaporation or sputtering of the metal on an insulating substrate. As the film 

grows further, the filling factor increases, so that irregularly shaped clusters are 

formed [1]. As more metal is evaporated, these clusters grow further and form 

fractal structures, the size of which diverges as the film approaches the 

percolation threshold. At that point a spanning or percolating cluster of metal is 

formed so that, there now exist continuous conducting paths from one end to 

the other end of the sample [1.2]. At higher surface coverage, the film is mostly 

metallic with voids of irregular shape and finally the film becomes continuous 

[1]. The aim of the present article is to develop approximations for R and T of 

granular metallic films, in the near IR-region at nearly normal incidence and to 

compare them with published data. 
 

Theory: 

We now deal to obtain a developed identities for R and T, for thin 

granular gold films. 
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In this case when radiation flux is incident upon a surface, three 

processes can occur: absorption, reflection and transmission. Absorptance A is 

the fraction of incident flux that is absorbed. The reflectance R is the fraction 

of incident flux which is reflected. The transmittance T is the ratio of the 

transmitted to the incident flux [3]. 

 

Assuming a negligible non specular scattering of the incident radiation 

waves on the investigated metal film. Hence from the conservation law of 

energy: 
 

R+T+A= 1                                                             (1) 

A=1—R—T                                                           (2) 
 

Since for a semicontinuous gold film - its dielectric const (ε =ε1 + I ε2) in 

the near - infrared region (2.5 ≥ λ ≥1.5 μm). A, R and T are weakly wavelength 

dependent along the investigated δD range (δD is the normalized film 

thickness) specially in the vicinity of percolation threshold — around D — We 

have then considered our calculations at λ= 1.7 µm [1,2,4]. Dc : is the critical 

thickness at which the film begins to conduct electrically [1,2,5]. It has been 

observed by [2] that near the percolation threshold ε1has to be changed from a 

positive value at δD<o (insulator — like) to a negative one at δD >0(metal 

like). 
 

Moreover the condition for the propagation of the surface Plasmon wave 

ε1< -1 –the region of attenuation of electromagnetic waves -[6] which is 

satisfied at the region δD> o whereas an increase of Iε1I with the growth of δD 

must be expected [2], which must be accompanied with a sharp increase of R 

corresponds to a drop of T and A [1,2]. Moreover in the continuous insulator 

regime (δD< o) a slight increase of R corresponds to a drop of T must be 

caused by a pronounced increase of A [1,2]. 

 

In this case the propagated surface Plasmon wave along the surface 

boundary Au/vacuum are localized waves transport no energy away from the 

boundary — the fields of the surface waves are highly concentrated at the 

surface boundary and decay exponentially inside and outside the plasma 

[7,8,9,10]. 

 

Consequently R must depend on the term exp (1.15 δD) as well as T on 

the term exp (-1.1 δD). 

 

Taking into account the optical absorption mechanism caused by 

percolating conducting electrons and / or cluster modes [2,4]. In which the 

optical loss function (ε2/λ) must be considered. 
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Hence from the above demonstrations  

R or T = f(ε1, ε2, λ, δD) 

 

(3) 

 

 

(4) 









n : critical exponents related to the microgeometry of the formed cluster 

path [4,11] as will be demonstrated. The above equations must be restrected by  

 

-1δD  λµm

n  0.503     [1,2,4,11] 

δD = (D-Dc)/Dc 

 

The film thickness D must be much smaller than the incident radiation 

wavelength λ [1,2,4]. 

 

In addition over a wide range of filling factors around the percolation 

threshold Pc – in which irregularly shaped clusters are formed [1] – the optical 

properties are assumed to be demonstrated by fluctuations [1,2,4]. In this case 

when δD < 0 the cluster has a fractal rather than a homogeneous integer – 

dimensional geometry [11]. Whilst at δD > 0 a nonlinearity of the conductivity 

of percolating electrons as a function of δD must be expected [4]. 

 

This circumstance has the consequence that a fluctuated variations of the 

exponents β, n against δ Dmust be expected and are shown in Fig.(1) with the 

fractal restriction: 

 

 -0.887 ≤β≤ 0.920, -0.669 ≤n≤ 0.503 [4,11] 

 

Consequently the exponents β, n may be related to certain details of the micro 

geometry of the extending cluster path [11]. 

 

The calculated values of R, T using equations 3,4 as well as that of A 

using equation 2 are illustrated in Figs. (2,3)  as a function of δD – 

respectively. The values of ε1, ε2 are obtained from [2] 
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It is observed that our calculated values of R. T and A are in accordance 

with the measured values by [1] as well as with the calculated values by [4] 

indicating that our suggested eqs (3,4) are useful and physically meaningful. 
 

We now deal to calculate the surface coverage filling factor P* 

corresponding to maximum absorptance [11,12]. By considering our 

absorptance curve illustrated in Fig. (3) a central absorption peak is slightly 

asymmetric w.r.t. the origin (D=Dc). which may be attributed to that. close to 

Dc. the variation of percolating electrons conductivity is no longer linear but ~ 

(P-Pc)
1.3

 [4]. 
 

  
 

 
 

Fig.(1): The variation of the exponents β,n against the normalized film thickness δD 

* 
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For the gold film. D = 73 A° which corresponds to Pc = 0.65 [2] 

From our results shown in Fig. (2), P* corresponds to δD = 0.12 

 
 

 
 

In agreement with the observation of [1,2] in which P* = 0.74 as well as 

– the absorptance A is a continuously decreasing function for P >P* [1,2,3] . 

 
From the above demonstrations eqs (3,4) are useful tool for investigating 

the predicted variations of R and T as well as of A (by using eq. 2) for granular 

gold films (formed by thermal evaporation ) for the transition from a 

continuous — metal regime to a continuous — insulator regime. 

 

 
Fig.(2): The variation of the reflectance R & transmittance T against δD 

 

0.12 0.12 0.728 
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Fig.(3): The variation of the absorptance A against δD 

 

Conclusion 

A developed approximations of R and T for granular metal films have 

been treated in which R or T = F (ε1, ε2 , λ, δD) 
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